CORPORATE READINESS PROGRAM (2018-19)

Corporate Readiness Program was organized on 27th August -31st August 2019 for MBA HHM students by eminent industry experts who prepared students on presentation skills, grooming, interview skills, corporate culture, mock interviews, branding and professional development. The program was attended by MBA HHM students.
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PRE-SIP TRAINING PROGRAM (2018-19)

Communication & Soft Skills development-Pre SIP Training” from 8th April to 12th April 2019 was conducted. Ms. Malvika interacted with students about their strengths and weaknesses and how to overcome their weaknesses. She explained the types of behavior that are common in people: ASSERTIVE, PASSIVE AND AGGRESSIVE. It is important to be assertive in your life and organization. How anger management is important in your workplace and personal life. The main highlight of the lecture was the professional dressing sense, corporate culture and personal hygiene.
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CAREER ORIENTATION SESSIONS FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (2018-19)

Faculties of Medical Technology department conducted informative career counseling sessions from February 2019 - April 2019. Details regarding the future scope of the specialization, research activity, working/functioning of technologist at a hospital set up, roles & responsibilities of a technologist, placements & skill requirement details were informed to the students through lecture sessions.

Apart from the lecture session, students are also oriented about the functioning and departments of a hospital set up. The study tour helped for networking with the technologist and doctors in hospital. Hospital visits & orientation were conducted at Ratna memorial hospital & Deenanath Mangeshkar hospital. Students were oriented in short batches for the orientation.